Every Escrow Transaction is Different.

From straightforward M&A events to complex cross-border deals. One thing they have in common - time is of the essence and they need to be executed quickly and easily.

The most demanding organizations trust Computershare to get their deals done right. For over two decades, we have completed thousands of escrow mandates, servicing major corporations in the private and public sectors, governments, institutions and industry leaders.

Experience you can rely on.

$5.2 trillion
of debt under administration

75+ currencies
foreign exchange and distributions

22 million
electronic fund transfers

$380.2 billion
in assets under administration

$1.5 trillion
in funds movements

30 million
checks delivered

Your deal, your timeline.

It’s a snap. Use our agreement or yours. Our escrow professionals make a point of keeping the process simple, including streamlined Know Your Client (KYC) onboarding so you can close your M&A deals accurately and on time.

Cross-border transactions simplified.

Escrows involving cross-border or emerging markets transactions can be complicated – but they don’t have to be. With our expanding global footprint and capabilities, offering features such as foreign currency payments and a global network of banking partners, you can be confident that your deals, whether international or domestic, will be executed with precision.

Unwavering commitment to information security.

Data security is a must-have when entrusting your information to another party and we take this responsibility very seriously. We continually plan and invest in additional security measures to further protect the privacy and security of your information.

Dedicated
experienced and qualified information security teams around the globe

24x7x365
security operations centers

“Advanced”
security rating from BitSight Technologies, the industry’s preferred rating system

Daily automated
vulnerability scans against our perimeter networks

Millions
invested in security each year

Cross-border transactions simplified.

75+ currencies
foreign exchange and distributions

22 million
electronic fund transfers

$1.5 trillion
in funds movements

30 million
checks delivered

Contact us to learn more about Computershare Corporate Trust.